From Principles to Pixels

A Behind-the-Scenes Tour with the GNU Webmasters
Introduction
Richard Stallman

- Assistant GNUisances
- Package Maintainers
- Software Evaluation
- Software Security Evaluation
- Security Team
- Platform Testers
- Mentors
- Proofreaders

- GNU Advisory Committee
- Savannah Hackers
- Webmasters
- Web Translators
- List Helpers
- GNU Volunteer Coordinators
- GNU Education Team
- GNU Standards Group
Who are the GNU Webmasters?
Who are the GNU Webmasters?

- Ali Reza Hayati
- Amin Bandali
- Dora Scilipoti
- Facundo

- Gleb Yerofeyev
- Ineiev
- Jason Self
- Thérèse Godefroy
Roles & Responsibilities
The Numbers
Infrastructure
Challenges
The Future
How To Contact Us

webmasters@gnu.org

chief-webmaster@gnu.org or jself@gnu.org

jxself on irc.libera.chat